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Resolution unanimously adopted on 29 October 2011, during the VI Plenary Session, Palermo 

 

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean, 

 

a) considering the International Convention on Nuclear Safety of 1994, and considering 

also that IAEA and, where applicable, Euratom have both, as their mission, to 

promote nuclear safety regulations to be applied at the international level; 

b) considering the existence of 441 nuclear reactors in service worldwide, producing 

about 14% of the world’s electricity supply; 

c) considering that, according to a scenario (“Scenario of the new policies”) issued by 

the International Energy Agency in the World Energy Outlook 2010, global demand 

for electricity is expected to grow more than all other types of energy, with an 

increase of 2.2% between 2008 and 2035, and that the demand in China is expected to 

triple between 2008 and 2035; 

d) considering the energy challenge posed to the humanity be the end of the oil era or, at 

least, that of cheap oil; 

e) considering the huge reserves of uranium, especially those present in the phosphates, 

which guarantee hundreds of year of consumption; 

f) considering the growing interest worldwide, including in the Southern Mediterranean, 

for nuclear energy, with 55 reactors under construction (mainly in Asia), and also 

considering, on the other hand, the desire of many countries, mainly in Europe, to 

“abandoning the nuclear option”; 

g) considering the serious consequences, in terms of environmental pollution and health, 

caused by the nuclear accident at the nuclear power plant in Fukushima-Daiichi 

(Japan), following a devastating earthquake and a large scale tsunami on 11 March 

2011, and also considering the lessons learned from nuclear accidents at Three Mile 

Island (1979), Chernobyl (1986) and Tokaimura (1999); 

h) considering that States’ energy policy is based on economic, geopolitical and national 

security considerations  (energy independence); 
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i) considering the problems of the so-called dual-use technologies, which can be used 

for civilian and military purposes; 

j) considering the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968; 

k) considering that the Mediterranean region is an area of high natural disaster risk, due 

to seismic and volcanic risks; 

l) considering the report of the Parliamentary Assembly of NATO on the Renewal of 

nuclear energy (183 STCEES 09 F Rev. 1); 

m) welcoming the commitment of the European Council of 25 March 2011 to conduct a 

full review of the safety of nuclear installations within the EU, as well as the 

methodological framework proposed by the European Commission on 24 May 2011 

to conduct this exercise, the results of which are expected in mid-2012; 

 

 

I. urges all Governments of PAM member states to conduct urgent assessments of 

existing nuclear installations on their territory, if any, and to proceed with the 

immediate closure of those facilities which do not meet the minimum levels of safety, 

and urges all institutions to inform in a transparent way, regularly, at least once a year, 

their citizens on the current risks; 

II. calls all PAM national parliaments which continue to benefit from nuclear energy to 

hold periodic debates with the agencies responsible for nuclear safety at the national 

level, in order to ensure a continuous monitoring of government decision on nuclear 

investments, as well as revisions of safety standards; 

III. calls all the civil protection authorities of PAM member states to submit, during 

parliamentary debates, emergency plans in case of nuclear accidents; 

IV. calls the nuclear safety authorities of PAM member states to submit to the PAM 

national parliaments, annual reports on the status of their installations and on the crisis 

management policies proposed in case of accidents, especially the ones related to 

seismic or volcanic risks; 

V. recognizes furthermore that, in view of the growth of the world energy demand in the 

coming decades, nuclear energy constitutes an energy option, which stays with the 

sovereign rights of each state; 

VI. welcomes the proposal supported by the International Atomic Energy Agency to 

establish a network of regional cooperation in the Mediterranean, and will follow with 

interest its achievements; 

VII.  Calls all governments of PAM member states to act within the IAEA to reinforce 

nuclear safety rules based on the experience of the Fukushima accident. 


